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ABSTRACT 

This report describes a design environment, that enables a designer to draw and simulate a 
system interactively. This environment is useful for high level design. 

This environment is developed by extending ESCHER (a schematic entry program) with a 
simulator. This simulator uses an event - directed simulation approach. To describe the 
behaviour of the subsystems of a system, a behaviour description language is developed. 
The syntax of this language is almost the same as LISP. The behaviour descriptions of the 
subsystems are read and stored in an internal datastructure. An evaluator is used to 
determine the behaviour of a subsystem. With ESCHER you draw a system, from which 
the network datastructure is derived. This network datastructure tagether with the 
behaviour descriptions are used by the simulator to derive the behaviour of the system. 
The simulator uses animation as a means to illustrate the behaviour of the system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This thesis presents the work I did for my master degree in the Automatic System Design 
group of the department of Electrical Engineering at the Eindhoven University of 
Technology. In this group research and development is dorre on projects concerning CAD 
tools for VLSI design. 

I worked on a design environment, with which a designer can draw and simulate a system. 
This is dorre by using animation as a means for mustrating the behaviour of a system. The 
behaviour of the different subsystems of a system can bedescribed in a special behaviour 
description language. By evaluating the behaviour descriptions of the different 
subsystems, the behaviour of the total system can be observed. 

The need for using animation to convey the meaning of a system, results from two trends 
in the design of digital systems. First, as the density of physical implementation devices 
increases, the need to examine the relationship among the increasingly number of 
independent components becomes more important. This sealing up of complexity also 
occurs at the system level, where many devices are used in parallel or distributed 
applications. Second, as more use is made of abstract design specification tools, the need 
exists to provide mechanisms that can illustrate the meaning of non-intuitive 
specifications to a wide auctienee of design reviewers. 

My work is a first attempt to investigate the performance of such an interactive 
simulation system. The base of this system is formed by ESCHER, a schematic entry 
program. ESCHER is a acronym for Eindhoven SCHematic EditoR. The program can be 
used to generate a hierarchical network description, according to the lCD standard. The 
user deals with a pictorial representation of the circuit, so the configuration of the circuit 
is directly clear and less errors are made. It is an interactive program, so certain mistakes 
wi11 be detected and reported immediately. This program is extended with a simulation 
module, a behaviour module, and an user interface for the simulator. The performance of 
this first release is satisfying. 

The program is written for a hardware configuration consisting of a keyboard, a graphic 
tablet, a graphics display and a normal alphanumeric terminal. The program is written in 
C and runs on UNIX systems. The graphic package used is DGL, a software product 
Hewlett Packard supports on their systems. 

In chapter two the simulation part and the datastructure for the simulation is explained. 
The program uses an event-driven simulator. 
Chapter three consist of three parts.In the first part the behaviour description language is 
explained. The second part explains the reader for the behaviour descriptions. The reader 
is the routine, which reacts a behaviour description and builcts the internal datastructure 
for a behaviour description. The third part deals with the evaluator for the behaviour 
descriptions. 
Then, in chapter four some implementation aspects are explained. In this chapter the user 
interface for the simulator is explained. 
Chapter five terminates this report. It gives some conclusions and recommendations for 
further research. 
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2. THE SIMULATOR 

Simulation is the process of building and exerc1smg a model of a digital circuit on a 
digital computer. By exercising we mean the evaluation of the signal values in the 
modelled circuit as function of timeforsome applied input sequence. 

The most important applications for simulation is the evaluation of a new design. Here, 
the designer is interested in testing for logical correctness, as well as timing propagation 
characteristics. He may desire information related to hazards and oscillatory circuit 
conditions. For VLSI circuits, where design errors are very costly, logic is an invaluable 
a id. 

2.1 THE SIMULATION MODEL 

A model of a system consists of two parts, a network description and the behaviour 
descriptions of the subsystems. The network description is made by drawing the system 
on the grapbics display. To draw the systems, you use three types of drawing elements. 
The first type is the subsystem. A subsystem is an instanee of a template. A template is a 
specific type of circuit element, e.g. a NAND-gate or a DA convertor. The second type is 
the wire. The wires represent the connections between the different subsystems (nets). 
The third type is the terminal. A terminal is a conneetion between a wire (net) and a 
subsystem, or a conneetion between a wire and the environment of the system. From this 
drawing the network datastructure is derived. 
The behaviour descriptions are made by descrihing the behaviour of a subsystem with a 
special beha viour description language. 

The simulator uses the complete integer range for simulation. With the integer range, it is 
possible to use two-valued logic simulation, by defining the following states : 

- s (t) = 0 : s(t) is definitely known to be low. 

- s (t) < > 0: s(t) is definitely known to be high. 

It is also possible to simulate on a higher level, by using the integer values. The behaviour 
description language of the simulator provides functions, which are working with the 
logical values, as defined above, as well as functions, which are working with the integer 
values. (See chapter 3.) 

2.2 EVENT DIRECTED SIMULATION 

During a single simulation step, frequently only a small percentage of the nets change 
values. The ratio of the nets which change values to the total number of nets in the circuit 
is called the activity and is denoted by A. Usually A is between 2 and 10% ([Breuer76]). 
Because of this fact it appears wasteful to simulate all the logic when only a small portion 
of the circuit is going to change. This observation has led to the concept of event directed 
simulation. 

An event is a change in value of a net. The output of a module will only change when one 
or more inputs change value. Hence a module need only be simulated when an event 
occurs at one of the input nets. When an event occurs then every element in the fanout list 
of the associated net must be evaluated. Such a module is called a potentially active 
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module. A potentially active module neects evaluation once, even if two or more events 
occur at the same time. If we simulate these potentially active modules we will find that 
some are active (an event at one of the outputs occurs), while others are not. A significant 
reduction in computation time can often be achieved by simulating only the potentially 
active modules ratherthen all modules. 

2.3 TIME FLOW MECHANISM AND EVENT SCHEDULING 

When a circuit element is simulated, and it is determined that its output(s) will change 
state, then the output net(s) must be scheduled to change at time t + ld, where t is the 
current simulation time, and td is some appropriate delay value. The technique used to 
schedule and unschedule theevents is called the time flow mechanism. 

2.3.1 The timewheel 

One way to mechanise the scheduling of events is to use a timewheel scheduler. Figure 2.1 
shows the basic structure of a timewheel. 

events scfledvled for 
time t+2 

Figure 2.1. Timewheel. 

Each row in the wheel represent a discrete point in the simulation time base. Time in the 
simulator can move forward only by a fixed increment, i.e. events can only occur at 
points in time that are an multiple of the fixed increment. In the following this fixed 
increment is called a time unit. Each entry in the timewheel contains the header of a list 
of events which are to occur at the same instant in time. Suppose the current simulation 
time is t, i.e. the current index in the timewheel is i = (t mod M) where M is the 
timewheelsize. If an event has to be scheduled for time t + ld (td < M), then the 
appropriate index in the wheel can be found by calculating id = [(t + td) mod M]. A 
disadvantage of the timewheel is that some eventlists may be empty. The number of 
empty lists increases with the average value of delay, and decreases with the level of 
activity. Also, it is not possible to model time points which are nota multiple of the time 
unit. Another disadvantage is that events scheduled fora time greater than t + M do not 
fit in the timewheel. Hence some kind of over flow list for events that do not fit in the 
timewheel must be implemented. 
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2.3.2 The Overflow list 

The overflow list contains events which could not be placed in the timewheel at the 
moment they were scheduled. The elements in the list are ordered, i.e. la~ tb~ te, for 
ease of search. During simulation it must be checked at appropriate time points whether 
events in the overflow list now fit in the timewheel or not. If so, these events must be 
moved from the overflow list to the timewheel. 

overflow 
list ------;;~ 

L__L_____.JL.____.J 

Figure 2.2. Overflow list. 

The overflowlist however will be empty most of the time so, after each revolution , some 
needless operation will be executed. A more elegant way is to store the time for which an 
event was placed in an empty overflow list t0 and check the overflow list only if the 
current time is greater than t0 + M. 

2.4 NETWORK DATASTRUCTURE 

The network datastructure is a very important part of the simulator. Many times 
information in it must be accessed, so it is obvious that the relations between the elements 
in the network must be, as much as possible, efficiently implemented. The network 
datastructure is derived from the internal ESCHER datastructure. 

2.4.1 Definitions 

-A network is a collection of modules (elements) and nets. Modules are models for 
physical devices (e.g. AND's OR's). Nets are models for physical wires. 

- A template is a type of circuit element. E.g. an AND gate or a DA convertor. 

- All modules are instances of templates. 

-Modules and nets are associated by means of ports (terminals). Ports are models for 
physical pins. The environment and the nets are associated by means of system ports. 

- Modules that have no ports are not considered to be part of the network. 

- Portsof a module are distinguished in input_ports, output_ports, and inout_ports. 

-A net has a fanin listand a fanout list. 

- The fanin list contains the output ports of modules connected to this net and the input 
system terminals, connected to this net. Likewise, the fanout list contains the input 
ports of modules connected to this net and the output system terminals, connected to 
this net. 

If a net is driven by more than one output port, there is a conflict situation. So this case 
may give rise to dynamic conflicts. (This is not tested yet). 
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2.4.2 Graph Model 

The network can bedescribed by means of a directed bipartite graph G, as 

where 

and 

G = { N, E, I, 0 } 

E : set of elements, 
N : set of nets, 
I:setofinputporb, 
0 : set of output ports. 

I is a subset of (N * E) 
0 is a subset of (E * N) 

An inout port is member of both port sets (I and 0). 

BvdS-87 

An input port is represented by an ordered pair (n,e ). Likewise, an output port is 
represented by (e,n). 

4 

2 

--:> out port 

~ in port 

6 net 

D module 

3 

1 

Flip 
Flop 

@-- 3 

--~-~~--........ _ 

/ A 
/ 

/ 

Figure 2.3. Example of a graph model. a) circuit. b) graph representation. 

2.4.3 The internal representation 

The internal datastructure for the network is derived from the internal ESCHER 
datastructure. The modules are already present in the ESCHER datastructure. In ESCHER 
the modules are called, subsystems or instances. The records for the instances are 
extended with some fields, necessary for the network datastructure. 
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2.4.3.1 The ESCHER datastructure 

The root of the ESCHER datastructure is a template list. A template consistsof two parts, 
The template contents and the template representation. The template contents consist of 
interconnected subsystems and system terminal ports. The subsystems are instances of 
other templates. The template representation consists of a surrounding box with the 
terminals, with which a subsystem can establish contacts with the outside world, and a 
drawing used to present a picture of the subsystem to the user. 

Only the contents parts of a template is important for the derivation of the nets. The 
contents parts of a template consists of two Iists, the node list and the subsystem list. A 
node can be a terminal of a subsystem, a system terminal, or a part of a wire. A node has 
purely a graphical meaning. The node list is used for the derivation of the nets and the 
ports. The subsystem list contains the subsystems of the template. The subsystems contain 
lists with the input and output-ports. 

repr. cont. 

subsys node 

list list 

Figure 2.4. Example of the ESCHER datastructure. 

2.4.3.2 The datatypes used for the network datastructure 

node 

list 

The following datatypes are defined for the description of the network structure: 

-SUBSYSTEM 

-PORT 

-NET 

The C definition of these datatypes are : 
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(NOTE: Only the record fields which are related to the network 
datastructure are mentioned. For a complete definition of the datastructure 
see Appendix A). 

typedel struct subsystem_el 
{ 

char *instance name; 
struct temp_list_el *temp_ptr; 
struct port _list _el *outlist: 
struct port _list _el *inlist,· 
struct subsystem _el *next; 

} SUBSYSTEM, *SUBSYSTEM_PTR; 

typedel struct port_list_el 
{ 

char *port_ name; 
struct port_list_el *next_ol_net; 
struct port_list_el *next_ol _mod; 
struct net el *netrel: 
struct subsystem_el *modrel: 
long rangeno,· 

} PORT, *PORT _PTR; 

typedel struct net_el 
{ 

long 
long 
long 
long 
struct port _list _el 
struct port _list _el 
struct event 
struct matrix el 
struct net el 

} NET, *NET PTR; 

netid; 
value; 
lanin; 
lanout; 
* lanin_chain; 
*lanout_chain; 
*eventlink; 
*net_ matrix _re 1: 
*next; 

name of instanee 
pointer to template 
list of output ports 
list of input ports 
pointer to next subsystem 

name of port 
pointer to next port of net 
pointer to next port of module 
pointer to net structure 
pointer to module structure 
range for bus terminals 

identification of net 
value of net 
number of ports in fanin list 
number of ports in fanout list 
fanin list 
fanout list 
list of events for this net 
pointer to net_ matrix 
pointer to next net 

2.4.4 The derivation of the internat network datastructure. 

BvdS-87 

Two parts of the network datastructure must be derived from the internat ESCHER 
datastructure. The first part is the derivation of the portlists. Every module has a inlist, 
containing the input ports, and a outlist, containing the output ports. The portlists are 
derived from the node-list. The node-list contains every sub-terminal (i.e. a terminal of a 
module) and every sys-terminal (i.e. a terminal with the environment of the system). So, 
with one pass through the node-list, all terminalscan be added to the different portlistsof 
the subsystems. The sys-terminals are added toa special module, called 'sys_terminals'. In 
figure 2.5 the network datastructure is shown. 

The algorithm for the derivation of the ports, is shown below. 
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subsystem 

list in out 

list 

in 

list 

out 

list 

in 

\ 
\ 

--==~ ....... --ijti 

id 

.... , __ _ 

Figure 2.5. Example of the network datastructure. 

temp= template_ytr->contents->node_list; 

while(temp != NULL) { 
if ( temp->origin == sub _terminal 

11 temp->origin == sys terminal) { 

if (temp->origin == sub_terminal) 

ref 

··-------- ----------

of 

net 

current _inst = search _instance( sub _list,temp->origin _name); 
el se 

current _inst = sys _terminals; 

if ( temp->io type== input_term 

} 

11 temp->io type== inout term) { - -
portp = add_yort( current_inst->inlist); 
portp->port_name = NEW _STRING(temp->contact_name); 
if (temp->origin == sub_terminal) 

portp->modref = current_inst; 

if ( temp->io _type== output_term 
11 temp->io type== inout term) { - -

BvdS-87 
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} 

portp = add _yort( current _inst->outlist); 
portp->port_name = NEW _STRING(temp->contact_name); 
i! ( temp->origin == sub _terminal) 

portp->modref = current_inst; 

Jl*if* I 
temp= temp->next; 

Jl*while* I 
Figure 2.6. The algorithm for the derivation of the ports. 

BvdS-87 

The function add_port, allocates memory for a new port, and actcts the port to the 
portlist 

The second part of the network datastructure, which has to be derived is the net-list. If 
ESCHER creates a network description, also the net structure is derived from the node
list. For this purpose, a net-matrix is derived (see Fig. 2.7). This net-matrix is useless for 
the simulation, so this matrix is transformed to a datastructure, which is better useful for 
the simulator. This is done by the algorithm below. 

net matrix 
--~ 

start 

Figure 2.7. The net-matrix. 
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netid = 0; 
nrnets = 0; 

-10-

for (netptr = net_matrix_start; netptr; netptr = netptr->next_net) ( 
new_net = NEW _STRUCT(NET); 
new _ net->next = net _list _start; 
net list start = new_net; 
new_net->fanin =0; 
new _net-> fanout = 0; 
new_net->fanin_chain = NULL; 
new _net-> fanout _chain = NULL; 
new net->netid = netid; 
new _net->net_matrix_ref = netptr; 
netid++: 
nrnets++: 

for (net elptr = netptr; net elptr; net elptr =net elptr->next) - - - -
i/ (net_elptr->node__pointer->origin != free_node) 

BvdS-87 

add __port _to _ net(new _ net,net _elptr->node __pointer, net _elptr->range ); 

} 

Figure 2.8. The algorithm for the derivation of the nets. 

2.5 THE SIMULATION ALGORITHM. 

The simulation uses a datastructure, as shown in fig. 2.9. All events for a net are linked in 
a list, so it is very easy to cancel all the events for one net. The C definition of the 
timewheel and theevents is shown below. 

typedel struct event 
( 

struct net el *netlink; 
struct event *netchain; 
long newnetvalue; 
struct event *nextevent; 

} EVENT, *EVENTPTR; 

typedel struct eventlist 
( 

pointer to net, related to this event 
chain of all events, scheduled for the net 
new value scheduled for the net 
next eventof eventlist 

EVENT * frontp, *endp; begin and end of eventlist 
} EVENTLIST; 

EVENTL/ST timewheel[WHEELSIZE]; array of eventlists 

Now the simulation algorithm can be explained. 
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Timewheel 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

net list 

start 

events 

wheelsize 

Figure 2.9. The datastructure for the simulator. 

do 
( 

} 

/*check ij events in over flow list need to be transferred:* I 
Over flowlisttoTimewheel; 

while (timewheel[wheelindex}.frontp I= NULL) ( 
/*loop because of new present time events* I 

traver seEvent/ist ( timewheel [ wheelindex]. eventOutN etchain); 
processEventlist ( &timewheel[wheelindex] ),· 

} /*while* I 
/*post: allevents for this time point processed* I 

I* Now increment the simu/ation time: *I 
lncrementTime; 

i/ (single_step_mode ==ON) 
single step hdlr( ); - -

i/ (sim_signal_stop == TRUE) 
return; 

while (nrevents); 
sprint/( errbuf, "Simu/ation ready; no more events, time: %d", sim time); 
error(MESSAGE, errbuf); -

Figure 2.10. The simulation algorithm. 

BvdS-87 
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where, 

- traverseEventlist(list, action) is a function which traverses the 'list' and calls for every 
eventin the list the procedure 'action'. 

- processEventlist( list) is a function which processes the events in the 

- eventOutNetchain is a function which deletes the event from the corresponding 
netchain. 

The while-loop in the algorithm is necessary because it is possible that at time t, events 
must be scheduled for time t (modules with 0-delay). The eventlist is unlinked befare 
processing, so new events can be scheduled in a new list. 

The function processEventlist now looks like: 

void processEventlist( eventlisttoprocess) 
EVENTL/ST *eventlisttoprocess; 

( 

} 

EVENTL/ST eventlist; 

l*unlink complete list:* I 
eventlist = *eventlisttoprocess; 

l*reinit eventlisttoprocess:* I 
eventlisttoprocess->frontp = NULL; 
eventlisttoprocess->endp = NULL; 

traverseEventlist ( eventlist, preprocessNet); 
traverseEventlist ( eventlist, processEvent); 
deleteEventlist ( &eventlist); 

where, 

void preprocessNet( event) 
EVENTPTR event; 

( 

} 

and 

i/ ( event->netlink != NULL) 
i/ ( event->netlink->value != event->newnetvalue) ( 

event->netlink->value = event->newnetvalue; 

} 

I* display the newvalue on the graphical display* I 
highlight _net( event->netlink, ( event->newnetvalue != 0 ), SIM 1 ); 

else l*avoid processing:* I 
event->netlink = NULL; 
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void processEvent( event) 
EVENTPTR event; 

{ 
void evaluatePortchange( ), traverseFanoutchain( ); 

traverseF anoutchain( event->netlink, evaluatePortchange); 
} 

where, 

void evaluatePortchange( port) 
PORT *port; 

{ 

} 

void init_symboltable( ); 
void execute behaviour( ); 

i/ ( port->modref != NULL) { 

} 

I* port is not a sys _terminal '*I 
init_symboltable( port->modref,TRUE,F ALSE ); 
I* the local variables in the symboltable are resetled *I 
execute _behaviour( port->modref->temp _ytr->behaviour->body 

,port->modref ); 
I* start the evaluation routines for the behaviour description *I 

BvdS-87 
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3. THE BEHAVIOUR DESCRIPTION 

If you want to simulate the behaviour of a system, you have to know the behaviour of 
every module of the system. For this purpose a language is developed, with which the 
behaviour of a template in ESCHER can be described. The syntax of this language has 
almost the same syntax as LISP. 

3.1 THE SYNTAX OF THE BEHAVIOUR DESCRIPTION LANGVAGE 

A behaviour description of a template is a list. The syntax description of this list 1s 
described below: 

<behaviour-description> ··- '(' 'behaviour' <template-name> [<doe-string>] .. -
[<declaration-part>] [<body>]')'. 

<template-name> ··- <symbol>. .. -

<doe-string> ··- '"'{<word>}'"'. .. -

<declaration-part> ··- { '(' 'term' <term-name> [<range>] ')' } .. 
{ '(' 'state' <state-name> [<default>] ')' } 
{ '(' 'local' <local-name> [<default>] ')' }. 

<term-name> ··- <symbol>. .. -

<local-name> ··- <symbol>. .. -

<state-name> ··- <symbol>. .. -

<range> ··- <integer>. .. -

<default> ··- <integer>. .. -

<body> ··- { <function>}. .. -

<function> ··- '(' <function-name> {<argument>} ')'. .. -

<argument> ··- <symbol> I <integer> I <function>. .. 

The number of argument allowed fora function, and the type of the arguments (integer, 
symbol or function) depends on the kind of the function. 

If an argument is a symbol, this symbol must be the name of a declared terminal, local or 
state variable. 

It is not allowed to assign a value to an input-terminal; assignment is only allowed with 
output-terminals, local and state variable. 

If the range of a terminal is not equal to one, the syntax of the argument narnes is 
'<name> <rangeno>', i.e. if you deelare (TERM input 3), you can use input 0, input I - - -
and input_2 as arguments. 
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The defined functions are described below : 
arg = required argument. 
[ arg} = o ptional argument. 

=zero or more arguments. 

(+ arg1 ... ) 
(- arg1 ... ) 
(* arg2 ... ) 
(div arg1 arg2 ... ) 
(mod arg1 arg2) 
(= arg1 arg2) 
(< arg1 ... ) 
(> arg1 ... ) 
( <= arg1 ... ) 
(>= arg1 ... ) 
(== arg1 ... ) 
(min ... ) 
(max ... ) 
(delay t arg1 arg2) 

(and ... ) 
(or ... ) 
(not arg1) 
(eqv argl ... ) 

(if test expr2 ... ) 
(while exprl ... ) 

(sim time) 
(random [argl [arg2]]) 

(progn ... ) 

(write expr) 
(color expr) 
(fillcolor r g b) 
(netcolor r g b) 

INTEGER OPERATORS 

plus_ operator 
minus_operator 
product_ operator 
integer_ di vision 
modulus_operator 
assignment 
less 
greater 
less or equal 
greater or equal 
equal 
minimum operator 
maximum operator 
delay _operator 

LOGICAL OPERATORS 

logicaland 
logicalor 
logica! not 
logical equal 

CONDITION AL STATEMENTS 

if -then -else statement 
loop statement 

OTHER STATEMENTS 

returns the simulation-time 
return a random integer 
(0 ~random< argl, arg2 = seed) 
evaluates expressions as a program 

DISPLAYSTATEMENTS 

write expr in instanee box 
color the instanee box 
change the color for instanee coloring. 
change the color for net coloring. 
(0 ~ r, g, b ~ 100). 

3.2 THE INTERNAL REPRESENTATION 
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arg1 + arg2 + .. . 
arg1 - arg2 - .. . 
arg1 * arg2 * .. . 
arg1 div arg2 
arg1 mod arg2 
arg1 = arg2 
1 if true, 0 if false 
1 if true, 0 if false 
1 if true, 0 if false 
1 if true, 0 if false 
1 if true, 0 if false 
returns minimum 
returns maximum 
arg1 = arg2 
after t time units 

1 if true, 0 if false 
1 if true, 0 if false 
1 if true, 0 if false 
1 if true, 0 if false 

The syntax of the behaviour description language is almost the same as the syntax of 
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LISP. Before the internat representation is explained, some basic LISP definitions will be 
treated. 

Definitions: 

- A list is a sequence of elements grouped between parenthesis. The elements of a list 
are atoms or lists. A empty list is represented by ().E.g. (abc), ((a b) () b (c d)). 

- The car of a list is equal to the first element of the list. The car of an empty list is nil. 
E.g. (car (abc))= a, 
(car ((b c) d) = (b c), 
(car ()) = (). 

- The cdr of a list is equal to the list except the first element of the list. The cdr of an 
empty list is nil. 
E.g. (cdr (abc))= (b c), 
(cdr ((b c) d) = (d), 
(cdr ()) = (). 

- The cons function is a function to build lists. The first argument is added to the second 
argument. 
E.g. (cons a (a b)) =(a a b), (cons a nil) =(a), (car (cons a (b))) =a, (cdr (cons a (b))) 
(b). 

The behaviour description of a template is a list. This list can be represented as a LISP 
object. The C-definition of a LISP object is: 

typedel union LISP _OBJECT 
{ 

struct 
{ 

Lisp _Type type; 
long val; 

} s; 

struct 
{ 

Lisp_Type type; 
char *val; 

} u; 
} LISP _OBJECT; 

The type of the LISP object is stored in the type field. The following LISP types are 
available: 

- Lisp-Symbol: used for symbols (variable and function names). 

-Lisp-String: used forstring constants. 

Lisp-Int: used for integers. 

- Lisp-Cons: used for storage of lists. A Lisp-Cons consists of two LISP objects. A 
CAR-field, containing the first element of the list, and a CDR-field, containing the 
rest of the list. 

If a LISP object is a Lisp-Int the value of the integer is stored in the val-field if the 
lisp-object. In the other cases the val-field contains a pointer to a C-structure for that 
LISP type. 
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In figure 3.1 is shown how a list is stored. 

a 

Lisp String 

"string" 

~ D = Lisp Object 

car cdr 

Figure 3.1. Internat representation of the list: (a 'string' 2) 

The C-definition of the different LISP types is shown below: 

typedel struct 
{ 

LISP OBJECT 

LISP OBJECT 
} LISP _CONS; 

typedel struct 
{ 

int 
eh ar 

} LISP _STRING; 

typedel struct 
{ 

car; 

cdr; 

si ze; 
*data; 

LISP object containing the first element 
of the list. 
LISP object containing the rest of the list. 

size of the string. 
pointer to string. 
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LISP STRING *name; pointer to LISP string containing the 
symbol-name. 

TABLE 

FUN TABLE EL 

INIT ELEM 

} LISP _SYMBOL; 

*symbol_ptr; pointer to symboltable in case of a 
variable. 

* lunction_ptr; pointer to functiontable in case of 
a function. 

*init_ptr; pointer to init element, used for building 
the symboltable. 

3.2.1 Reading the behaviour description 

If a template is simulated, all subsystems of the template must have a behaviour 
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description. Before the simulator starts, the behaviour files of the different subsystems 
must be read. The behaviour is stored in a internat datastructure, so during simulation no 
access to the behaviour files is necessary. This will increase the speed of the evaluator. 
After reading the behaviour, the symboltable is build. Every template has a global 
symboltable. Because every instanee of a template has to have its own symboltable, this 
table is copied to every instanee of the template. The symboltable of the instanee is used 
during the evaluation of a instance. In figure 3.2 the datastructure of the behaviour 
representation is shown. 

Template 

symbol table 

symbol 

a 

symbol 

b 

symbol 

c 

subsystem 
list ----330of 

1 

2 

8 

behaviour 

symbol cons 

symbol a 

symbol b 

symbol c 

Figure 3.2. Internat representation of the behaviour datastructure. 

The read process can be divided in two parts. The first part consist of reading the 
behaviour file, and building the datastructure for the list. The read function, can 
distinguish Lisp-Integers, Lisp-Strings, and Lisp-Symbols. These lisp-objects are stored 
in the structures, defined for these lisp-types. The list is builded with Lisp-Cons 
elements. If a Lisp-Symbol is read, you have to determine whether it is a variabie or it is 
a function. This distinction is made in the second part of the read process. While reading 
the behaviour description, every Lisp-Symbol is stored in a temporary list, called the 
init-list. 

The second part consist of processing the init-list. The behaviour description can be 
divided in two parts, the declaration part and the body. So the first part of init-list 
contains the Lisp-Symbols of the declaration part, and the second part contains the Lisp
Symbols of the body. By processing the first part of the init-list, the symboltable of the 
template is build. In the declaration part three different types of variables can be 
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declared. These types are: 

- terminal-variable, which are the interface between the behaviour description and the 
network. 

- state-variable, which can store a state of an instance. 

- local-variable, which can be used as temporary variabie in a behaviour description. 

If the first part of the init-list is processed, the symbol-table is ready. Now the second 
part of the init-list can be processed. Every symbol in the second part of the init-list has 
to be a function or a declared variable. For every symbol in this part is checked, whether 
it can be found in the function-table, respective the symbol-table. If so, the function
pointer, respective the symbol-pointer of the Lisp-Symbol is set to the right table-entry, 
in one of the tables. If the symbol is not found, it is probably an undeclared variabie or an 
unknown function, and an error message is given. After the init-list is processed, it is 
disposed of. 

3.3 THE EVALUATOR 

To evaluate a subsystem, two parts are needed. The first part is the internal representation 
of the behaviour description of the subsystem. The second part is the symboltable of the 
subsystem. This table gives the evaluator information about the environment of the 
subsystem. 

If there are many instances of a specific template, every instanee has its own 
environment, so every instanee must have its own symboltable. For this reason it is not 
possible to make a link from a Lisp-Symbol in the behaviour description to the 
symboltable of the instance. So the symbol-pointers in the behaviour description points to 
the global symboltable of the template. In this table, an offset is found. With help of this 
offset the value can be found in the instance-symboltable. The value of state and local 
variables are stored in the instance-symboltable. The value of a terminal variabie is equal 
to the value of the net to which the terminal is connected. In this case, a pointer to the 
related port is stored in the instance-symboltable. 

template I instanee 
I 

l kind offset kind port ptr 

symbol a state <def> 1 1 <val> 

symbol b local <def> 2 2 <val> 

symbol c term -- 3 

Figure 3.3. Global symboltable and instance-symboltable. 

The behaviour description language is a list. This list contains for every function in the 
behaviour description a sub-list. The evaluator can only handle this sub-lists. So the 
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behaviour description list has to be divided in sub-lists. This is done with the following 
algorithm. 

while (CONSP (list)) 
{ 

val = Feval (CAR (list)); 
list= CDR (list); 

} 

The CAR from the Lisp-Cons contains the sub-list and is evaluated, and the CDR of the 
list contains the rest of the list. 

The evaluator can handle the following objects: 

object 
Lisp-Symbol 
Lisp-Cons 
Lisp-String 
Lisp-Integer 

value returned: 
the value of Lisp_Symbol 
evaluated as function call 
evaluates to itself 
evaluates to itself 

If a Lisp-Cons is handled by the evaluator, the CAR of the Lisp-Cons has to be a Lisp
Symbol, naming a function. The CDR of the Lisp-Cons contains the arguments of the 
function. The functions can be divided in three groups: 

- functions, which have unevaluated arguments. In this case, the list of arguments is 
passed to the function. The function itself is responsible for checking the number of 
arguments, and the type of the arguments. 

- functions, which have a unrestricted number of arguments. In this case the list of 
arguments is evaluated, and the val u es of the arguments are stared in a vector. This 
vector is passed to the function. 

- functions, which have a bounded number of arguments. In this case the arguments are 
evaluated, and passed to the function. 

Now the algorithm of the evaluator can be explained : 

i/ (SYMBOLP (farm)) I* symbols *I 
return Fsymbol_value (farm); 

i/ (NOT CON SP ( form)) I* everything except non-nillists *I 
return form: 

I* CON SP (farm) • I 
original_jun = CAR (farm); I* separate operator and operands *I 
original_args =CDR ( form); 

maxargs = XSYMBOL ( original_fun)-> lunetion _ptr->maxargs; 
args_left = original_args; 
numargs = Flength ( args Ie ft); 
nrargs = XINT (numargs),· 

I* check_number _of _arguments • I 
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i/ ( maxarg s == UN EV ALLED) 
{ 

} 

I* unevaluated arguments expected *I 
val= XSYMBOL ( original_jun)-> function_ytr-> lunetion ( args_left); 
goto done; 

i/ (maxargs == MANY) 
{ 

} 

I* Pass a vector of evaluated arguments *I 
LISP _OBJECT *vals, *p; 

p =vals= NEW _ARRAY(nrargs, LISP _OBJECT); 

while (CON SP ( args_left)) I* evaluate the arguments *I 
{ 

*p++ = Feval (CAR (args_left)); 
args_left =CDR ( args_left); 

} 

I* now cal/ appropriate C- function: *I 
val= XSYMBOL (original_fun)->function_ytr->function (nrargs, 

vals); 
free (vals); 

goto done; 

I* here: bounded number of evaluated arguments *I 

i= 0; 
while (CON SP ( args_left)) 

{ 
I* evaluate supplied args *I 

argvals[i++} = Feval (CAR (args_left)); 
args_left =CDR ( args_left); 

} 

for (;i< maxargs; i++) 
argvals[i] = VO; 

I* set any remaining params to 0 *I 

switch (maxargs) I* switch depending on max number of required args *I 
{ 
case 0: I* no args *I 

val= XSYMBOL ( original_jun)-> function_ytr-> function ( ); 
goto done; 

case 1: I* just 1 arg *I 
val= XSYMBOL (original_jun)->function_ytr->function (argvals[O}); 
goto done; 

case 2: 
val= XSYMBOL (original_fun)->function_ytr->function ( 

argvals[O }, argvals[ 1} ); 
goto done; 

case 3: 
val= XSYMBOL ( original_jun)-> function_ytr-> tunetion ( 

argvals[O }, argvals[J }, argvals[ 2} ); 
goto done; 

BvdS-87 
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case 4: 
val= XSYMBOL (original_jun)->function_ptr->function ( 

argvals[O 1. argvals[J 1. argvals[ 21, argvals[ 31 ); 
goto done; 

case 5: 
val= XSYMBOL (original_jun)->function_ptr->function ( 

argvals[O 1. argvals[ 1}, argvals[ 21, argvals[ 31. 
argvals[ 41 ); 

goto done; 
} I* switch *I 

done: 
return val; 

BvdS-87 

The function Fsymbol_ value searches in the symboltable of the instanee for the value of 
the symbol.This function is shown below: 

LISP _OBJECT Fsymbol_value(arg) 

{ 

} 

LISP OBJECT arg; 

LISP _OBJECT val; 
int i; 
I* curr _table = pointer to the symboltable of the instance. *I 

ij(NILL (arg)) 
return VO; 

I* i/ arg = nil return zero *I 

XSETTYPE(val, Lispint); 

I* index for instanee symboltable* I 
i= XSYMBOL( arg)->symbol_ptr->offset; 

I* ij term-variabie take net value *I 
i/ ( XSYMBOL{ arg)->symbol_ptr->kind ==terminal) 

XSETINT(val, curr _table[i1.port_ptr->netref->value); 
el se 
I* i/ state- or local-variabie take value in symboltable *I 
XSETINT(val, curr _table[i].def ); 

return val; 
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4. IMPLEMENTATION ASPECTS 

In the previous chapter the concepts of the simulator and the behaviour description were 
described. This chapter describes some implementation aspects. 

The program can be partitioned into several modules. The most important modules for the 
implementation of the simulator, the behaviour description and the user interface are 
described below. For a description of the other modules see [Stiphout86] and [Lodder86]. 

main module The program body is formed by the main function. It initialises the 
program on entry, and controls its state. It also takes care of a clean 
way of teaving the program. The main function fetches the 
commands, and dependent on the selected cammand a dedicated 
function is called. These dedicated functions take care of the 
execution of a command. 

input module The input module is the interface between the grapbic tablet and the 
program. The input module contains some functions to fetch a 
cammand or a coordinate. It also handles the status commands. The 
status commands have a higher priority than the menu commands. lf 
a status cammand is selected, during the execution of a menu 
command, the status cammand is treated first. Then the execution of 
the menu cammand is continued. 

network module The network module contains the functions that take care of the 
derivation of the net structure. The net structure is derived from the 
node list. Further, this module contains some functions to set up the 
network datastructure for the simulator. 

simulation module The simulation module contains the simulation function. The main 
simulation function is the function simulate. This module can be 
partitioned in two main parts. The first part contains functions to set 
up the timewheel, and to create or delete eventlists. The second part 
contains the simulator mechanism. 

behaviour module This module contains all functions that deal with the behaviour 
descriptions of the templates. The following parts can be 
distinguished. 

- the reader for the behaviour description. 

- the initialisation of the function table. 

- the evaluator for the behaviour descriptions. 

4.1 THE USER INTERFACE 

The user can select commands from three different menus. There are three areas on the 
screen where menus are displayed. At the left side of the screen the commands menu is 
displayed, at the top of the screen the status menu is displayed, and in the left bottorn 
corner the context menu is displayed. 

The commands menu contains the commands, which can be given. These commands are 
divided in three different commands menus. These menus are: 

main menu The most important commands of this menu are commands to select a 
template, to save a template, to edit narnes or parameters, and to exit the 
program. 
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edit menu This menu contains commands to edit in the circuit or representation of a 
template. 

sim menu This menu contains the commands, which are needed for the simulation. 
The commands of this menu are extensively treated in the next paragraph. 

More information of the commands in the main and edit menu can be found in 
[Lodder86]. 

The status menu contains commands, with which the status of the program can be 
changed. There are two different status menus. The first status menu is used tagether with 
the main and edit menu. This menu contains cammand for zooming, commands for 
selecting items for the edit command, and commands to set the attributes for terminals 
and busses. 
The second status menu is used tagether with the sim menu. The commands of this status 
menu are extensively treated in next paragraph. 

The context menu gives a world map of the circuit. So it is always visible which part of 
the circuit falls within the current window. This area is also used for the window centre 
command. If a point from the context area is selected, then that point will become the 
new center of the window. 

4.1.1 The commands of the simulation menu 

In figure 4.1 the screen layout with the sim menu is shown. 

max simtime 100 I delaytime 0 I single step I reset 

start sim 

give value 

show table 

edit behav 

edit doe Work Area 

show doe 

main menu 

edit menu 

context 
area 

Figure 4.1. Screen layout with sim menu 
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Description of the commands : 

start sim 

give value 

show table 

edit behav 

edit doe 

show doe 

main menu 

edit menu 

start sim starts the simulation process. First is checked if the network and 
behaviour datastructure are up to date. If necessary this datastructure is 
derived. 

With give value it is possible to give a certain net a value. If you select this 
command you can point at a net or a terminal. Then you will be prompted 
to enter a net value for the net. 

With show table you can ask for the symbol table of a specific subsystem. 
You can point at a subsystem and the values of all terminal, state and 
local variables are shown on the text terminal. 

With edit behav you can edit the behaviour description of a subsystem. If 
you point at a subsystem, the behaviour description of the subsystem is 
shown on the text terminal, and you can edit in this description. If no 
behaviour description exists, a new file for the behaviour description is 
created. By setting the UNIX shell variabie 'EDITOR' it is possible to 
select, which editor you want to use for editing the behaviour 
descriptions. If no editor is specified the editor vi is used by default. 

For every template a documentation file can be created. This is a text file 
in which the user can store some general information of a template. By 
selecting this command, you can edit in this documentation file. 

With show doe the documentation file of the template is shown on the text 
terminal. 

Switch to main menu. 

Switchtoedit menu. 

Description of the status commands: 

max simtime With max simtime the maximum simulation time can be adjusted. The 
time is expressed in the discrete time units used by the simulator. The 
maximum simulation time can be set to infinite, by giving the value '-1' 
as max simtime. 

delaytime Sametimes the simulation process runs too fast to see the changes of nets 
on the graphical display. The delaytime is a delay in the simulation 
process, after each timestep. So with a delay after each timestep, the 
simulation process can be foliowed easily. With delaytime the value of this 
time can be adjusted. A delaytime of 20 corresponds with a delay of I 
second. 

single step With the single step command, you can toggle between the single step 
mode and the continuous mode of the simulator. If single step mode is on, 
the simulation process is stopped after each time step, A new menu is 
displayed on the screen. In this menu you can make the following choices: 

reset 

- step. Continue the simulation process for one timestep. 

- stop sim. Stop the simulation process. 

- show table. Show the symboltable of a subsystem. 

With the reset command the circuit is initialised. The following things 
must be done : 
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- set all net values to 0. 

-set up the network and behaviour datastructure, if necessary. 

- wipe the colors on the screen, caused by the simulation process. 

4.1.2 Interrupting the simulation process 

If you want to interrupt the simulation process, during the simulation, you can send an 
interrupt signal to the program. On the HP9000 system, an interrupt can be given with the 
'DEL'-key. If a interrupt is caught a new menu is displayed on the screen. The following 
choices can be made in this menu : 

- continue. Continue the simulation process. 

- stop sim. Stop the simulation process. 

-show table. Show the symbol table of a subsystem. 

If an interrupt is received at a moment the program is in a graphic routine, this interrupt 
may cause some damage on the screen. This is unwanted, so during the graphical routines, 
the signal handler is told to ignore the interrupt signals. 
So sametimes an interrupt is not caught by the program. Then you have to give the 
interrupt signal again, until the signal is caught. 

4.2 INITIAUSA TION OF THE SIMVLA TION PROCESS 

Before the simulator can be started, some initialisations has to be done. First is checked 
whether the datastructure is up to date. If the datastructure is not up to date, the 
datastructure has to derived. The datastructure for the simulator is divided in two parts, 
The first part is the network datastructure, and the second part is the behaviour 
datastructure. For each of these two parts there is a testflag, which indicates of the 
conesponding datastructure is up to date. If you have edited in a circuit, the network can 
be changed, so the testflag for the network datastructure is resetted. If you have edited in 
a behaviour description of a subsystem, the behaviour can be changed, so the testflag for 
the behaviour datastructure is resetted. 
Then all the colors on the screen, caused by a previous simulation, are wiped off. 

4.3 THE ST ART OF THE SIMVLA TION PROCESS 

Before the simulator can start, first the simulator has to initialised. Then all the 
symboltables of the subsystems has to be initialised. This is done by copying the default 
values of the state and local variables of the behaviour description from the global 
symboltables to the instanee symboltables. 
Then all subsystems are evaluated once. This is done to initialise the circuit. The 
evaluation of all subsystem causes some events. With these events the simulation process is 
started. 
The simulation stops in the following cases: 

- If the maximum simulation time is reached. 

- If a stable state is reached. i.e. if no more events are available. 

- If a simulation oscillation is detected. An simulation oscillation is assumed if the 
number of events for one time step exceeds two times the number of nets. 
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- If the simulation is stopped by an interrupt. 
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s. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions: 

-We may conetude that this interactive simulation environment is an useful tooi for 
high level design. 

- The fact that the behaviour of the subsystems is described on a high level, does not 
mean that the result are of no practical use. However, when you want to know the 
exact timing of a circuit, this simulator will not fulfil your wishes. 

- The speed of the simulator can be expressed in the number of events handled per 
minute. The speed of the simulator depends on the following facts: 

- The fanout of the net, to which the event is related. This determines how many 
subsystems has to be evaluated. 

- The complexity of the behaviour descriptions, which have to be evaluated. 

If a behaviour description contains display functions, the speed will decrease much, 
because of the screen updating. In the table below is shown what the speed is for 
different test situations. In these tests for each event, just one behaviour description 
has to evaluated. The simple description is the description of a NAND-gate, and the 
complex description is the description of a 4-bit binary counter. 

T ABLE 1. Speed of the simulator in handled events per minute 
I display 11 simp Ie complex 
I function 11 description description 

I no 11 5000 3000 
I co lor 11 2400 1300 
I 11 
I write 11 1200 850 

Recommendations: 

Recommendations related to new features for ESCHER 

- It is not possible to copy a part of the contents of a template. We like to have a copy 
command with which we can copy a set of instances and wires. 

-We like to have macro's, i.e. we want to record a sequence of commands, and reeall 
this sequence later on. 

-We want an instanee explosion 1 enfolding command, i.e. after actding an instanee we 
want to unwrap it and add its contents on that place. 

-We want to have some templates for special purposes. E.g. a ?-segment display, an 
alphanumeric display, or a bit-image. 

Recommendations related to the implementations of ESCHER 

- The datastructure of ESCHER contains a nodelist A node is a terminal or a part of a 
wire. A node has a pure graphical meaning. This nodelist is used to derive the network 
datastructure. A node structure contains 4 conneetion fields. These conneetion fields 
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indicates whether there is a wire in a specific direction. This is indicated by giving the 
length of the wire between the two nodes. So if you want to find the next node in a 
net, you have to determine the direction of the wire, then you can calculate the 
position of the next node with help of the node position and the length of the wire, 
and then you have to search the next node by searching in the node list, for a node 
with the calculated position. If you have a great circuit, the derivation of the nets, will 
become a very slow process, caused by this inefficient datastructure. This speed of this 
process can be increased, by actding a pointer to the conneetion field, which points to 
the next node in that specific direction. 
For some edit actions, you have to search for a node in the nodelist For great circuits, 
which have a long nodelist, this searching is slow. So it is better to keep the nodes 
sorted on coordinate, or to hash the nodes on coordinate. 

Recommendations re/ated to new features for the behaviour I simu/ation modules 

-We want to have an open simulation algorithm, i.e. the user can influence the 
simulation process. Hereby we canthink at the following things: 

- initialisation of the simulation process 

- error handling 

- break-pointing 

- generation of files with output signals 

-We want to have more behaviour files for a template, so you can choose which 
behaviour file you want to use for a specific template. 

-We want parameters in the behaviour descriptions. So the templates become more 
flexible. 

-We want hierarchical simulation, so we can evaluate an instanee by simulating the 
contents of the instance. 

- Now we can only use integers, in the behaviour description. We want to have more 
datatypes, e.g. symbols, strings, floats. 

-We want global variables, global constants and read-only variables. 

-We want to extend thesetof functions, for the behaviour descriptions. E.g. 

-A. function, which returns the name of an instanee (self). 

-A function, which returns the portname, on which the event is received. (This is 
arbitrary for simultaneous events.) 

- A case function. 

Recommendations re/ated to the implementation of the behaviour 1 simu/ation modules 

- Busses must be supported better. We want to use indices for busses. 

- The syntax of the behaviour description language can be more consistent. The syntax 
of the language is almost the same as lisp, so it is better to use the same function narnes 
as lisp does. 

- The syntax of the declaration part of the behaviour description is not efficient. We 
want to deelare more variables in one declaration part. The part of the reader, which 
handles to declaration part, and which builcts the global symboltable, has to be changed 
for this reason. We want the following syntax: 



Conclusions and recommendations 

<behaviour-description> 

<vars> 

<termlist> 

··.. -

··.. -

-30-

"(" "behaviour" <template-name> <termlist> 
[<doe-string>] 
[ "(" "state" <vars> ")" ] 
[ "(" "local" <vars> ")" ] 
[<body>]")". 

{ <name> 1 '(' <name> <init-value> ')' }+. 

'(' { <name> I '(' <name> <range> ')' }+ ')'. 
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THE TYPE DEFINITIONS FOR THE DATASTRUCTURE 

typeder struct 
{ 

long x, y; 
} COORDINATES; 

typeder struct 
{ 

float x, y; 
} COORDINA TESF; 

typeder struct 
{ 

long xl, yl, x2, y2; 
} COORDINA TES2; 

typeder struct 
{ 

float xl, yl, x2, y2; 
} AREA_ REAL; 

typeder enum 
{ 

i coordinate, i command, i useless, 
} iseltyp; - -

typeder struct 
{ 

iseltyp 
COORDINATESF 
union 
{ 

long 
COORDINA TES 

} ival; 
} INPUTTYP; 

typeder enum 
{ 

is el; 
rpoint; 

command; 
point; 

circuit_area, representation _area, edit_ area, status_ area, menu_ area, 
text_area, work_area, insert_area, error_area, view_area, veriry_area, 
context area 

} area_typ; 

typeder enum 
{ 

net_start, up, down, Iert, right 
} direction _type; 
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typedef struct formal_el 
( 

*name; 
*kind; 
*range; 
*default value; 

-33-

eh ar 
char 
char 
eh ar 
long 
struct formal el 

filler 1, filler2, filler3; /* for futer use *I 
*next; 

} FORMAL; 

typedef struct actual_el 
( 

eh ar 
eh ar 
long 
struct actual_el *next; 

} ACTUAL; 

typedef enum 
( 

*name; 
*value; 
fillerl, filler2, filler3; I* f or future use *I 

inout_term, input_term, output term, unused term 
} io _typ; 

typedef enum 
( 

other, tristate, pull_up, pull down, unknown 
} attr_typ; 

typedef enum 
{ 

electr_type, signal_type 
} el_type_typ; 

typedef struct 
{ 

long lbound, hbound; 
} WIRE_RANGE; 
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typedef struct contact_ el 
{ 

char 
io_typ 
WIRE RANGE 
COORDINA TES 
long 
el_ type_ typ 
attr_typ 
long 
struct contact el 

} CONTACT; 

typedef struct 
{ 

COORDINA TES 
COORDINA TES 

} LINE; 

typedef struct 
{ 

COORDINA TESF 
float 
float 
float 

} ARC; 

typedef struct 
{ 

COORDINA TES 
float 

} CIRCLE; 

*contact_ name; 
io_type; 
range; 
sym _pos; I* position of contact in representation *I 
net_ number; 
el_type; 
attr; 
filler 1 , filler2; I* f or fut ure u se *I 
*next; 

il; 
i2; 

fmid; 
frad; 
alf al; I* bounding angles *I 
alfa2; 

imid; 
frad; 

typedef struct symbol_el 
{ 

long 
uni on 
{ 

ARC 
CIRCLE 
LINE 

} linetype; 
long 
struct symbol_el 

} SYMBOL; 

code; 

are; 
circle; 
line; 

fillerl, filler2, filler3; I* for future use *I 
*next; 
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typedef struct port_list_el 
{ 

char 
struct port_list_el 
struct port_list_el 
struct net el 
struct subsystem el 
long 

) PORT; 

typedef struct 
{ 

PORT 
int 
io_typ 

*port_ptr; 
def; 
portkind; 

*port name; 
*next-of net; 
*next-of-mod; 
*netref· -

' *modref; 
rangeno; 

} INST _ SYMBOLT ABLE; 

typedef struct su bsystem _el 
{ 

-35-

char *instance name; 
*temp ptr 
*aetual p;r list; 
inst pos; 7* instanee position *I 

BvdS-87 

struct temp _list_ el 
ACTUAL 
COORDINA TES 
COORDINATES2 
short 

inst-box; /*area oceupied by instanee in eire. area* I 
process mask; /* indication if a module is already *I 

short 
long 
struct port_list_el 
struet port_list_el 
INST SYMBOL TABLE 
struet subsystem _el 

} SUBSYSTEM; 

typedef en urn 
{ 

- /* proeessed for eurrent eventlist: *I 
orientation; 
instanee time; 
*outlist·-

' *inlist; 
*symbol table; 
*next· -

' 

free node, sub_terminal, sys_terminal 
} origin _typ; 

typedef struet 
{ 

long 
WIRE RANGE 
long 
long 

) CONNECTIONS; 

length; 
range; 
offset; 
fillerl; /* for future use *I 
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typedef struct node_ el 
{ 

long 
origin_typ 
char 
eh ar 
el_type_typ 
COORDINATES 
WIRE RANGE 
long 
CONNECTIONS 
io_typ 
attr_typ 
struct subsystem _el 
struct node el 

} NODE; 

typedef struct 
{ 

FORMAL 
CONTACT 
SYMBOL 
COORDINA TES2 
long 
long 

} REPR_TYP; 

typedef struct 
{ 

net_flag; 
origin; 
*origin name; 
*con tact_ name; 
el_type; 
node_pos; 
range; 
a but; 

-36-

up, down, left, right; 
io_type; 
attr; 
*inst_ref; 
*next; 

*forma! par list; 
*contact list; 
*symbol_list; 
symbol sbox; 
fillerl, filler2, filler3; I* for future use *I 
modification _time; 

SUBSYSTEM 
NODE 

*subsystem _list; 
*node _list; 

long fillerl, filler2, filler3; I* f or fut ure use *I 

} CONTENTS _TYP; 

typedef enum 
{ 

Lisplnt, LispString, LispSymbol, LispCons, Lispinternat 
} Lisp_ Type; 

typedef enum 
{ 

terminal, state, local 
} Symbol Kind; 
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typedef uni on LISP_ OBJECT 
{ 

struct 
{ 

Lisp_ Type type; 
long val; 

} s; 

struct 
{ 

Lisp_ Type type; 
char *val; 

} u; 

} LISP_ OBJECT; 

typedef struct 
{ 

eh ar 
int 
LISP OBJECT 

*name; 
minargs, maxargs; 
(*function)(); 

} FUN_TABLE_EL; 

typedef struct 
{ 

char 
Symbol_Kind 
int 
int 

} TABLE; 

typedef struct 
{ 

*name; 
kind; 
def; 
offset; 

TABLE *table; 
int size; 

} SYMBOL_TABLE; 

typedef struct 
( 

LISP OBJECT car; 
LISP OBJECT cdr; 

} LISP_ CONS; 
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typedef struct 
{ 

int size; 
char *data; 

} LISP _STRING; 

typedef struct init_el 
{ 

char 
LISP CONS 
structinit_el 

} INIT_ELEM; 

typedef struct 
{ 

LISP STRING 
TABLE 

*name; 
*symbol_ptr; 
*next; 

FUN TABLE EL 
INIT ELEM 

*name; 
*symbol ptr; 
*function ptr; 
*init_ptr; 

} LISP_ SYMBOL; 

typedef struct 
{ 

LISP OBJECT 
LISP OBJECT 
LISP STRING 

) BEHA VIOUR; 

prog; 
body; 
*doe _string; 

-38-

typedef struct temp_list_el 
{ 

eh ar 
char 
REPR TYP 
CONTENTS TYP 
BEHAVIOUR 
SYMBOL T ABLE 
long 
struct temp_list_el 

} TEMPLATE; 

*template name; 
*library name; 
*representation; 
*contents; 
*behaviour; 
*symboltable; 
fillerl; /* for future use *I 
*next; 
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typedef struct matrix_ el 
{ 

NODE 
int 
long 
attr_typ 
attr_typ 
struct matrix el 
struct matrix el 

} MATRIX _EL; 

typedef struct net_ el 
{ 

long 
long 
int 
long 
long 
struct port_list_el 
struct port_list_el 
struct event 

*node _pointer; 
dept; 
range; 
net_in; 
net out; 
*next net 
*next:- ' 

' 

netid; 
value; 
to_be_mon; 
fanin; 
fanout; 
*fanin chain; 
*fanoUt chain; 
*eventlink; 
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struct matrix el 
struct net el 

*net matrix ref; 
*next" -

} NET, *NETPTR; 

typedef struct temp_stack_el 
{ 

, 

TEMPLATE 
struct temp _stack _el 

*tempi ptr; 
*next"-, 

} TEMP_STACK; 

typedef struct verify _element 
{ 

char 
struct verify _element 

*error string; 
*next·-

' 

} VERIFY _EL; 

typedef struct temp_ nodeptr _el 
{ 

NODE *nodeptr; 
struct temp_ nodeptr _el *next; 

} TEMP_ NODEPTR; 
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typedef struct temp _instptr _el 
{ 

SUBSYSTEM *instptr; 
struct temp _instptr _el *next; 

} TEMP _INSTPTR; 

typedef struct undo 
{ 

int 
int 
eh ar 
eh ar 
AREA REAL 
struct undo 

} UNDO; 

undo_type; 
struct type; 
*change _f rom; 
*change_to; 
window; 
*next; 

typedef struct event 
{ 

struct net el 
struct event 
long 
struct event 

*netlink; 
*netchain; 
newnetvalue; 
*nextevent; 

} EVENT, *EVENTPTR; 

typedef struct eventlist 
{ 

EVENT *frontp, *endp; 
} EVENTLIST; 

typedef unsigned int CARD; 

typedef struct overflowelem 
{ 

-40-

struct overflowelem 
CARD 
EVENTPTR 

*prevelem, *nextelem; /* double-linked *I 
abstime; 
eventfield; 

) OVERFLOWELEM, *OVERFLOWELEMPTR; 

typedef struct overflowlist 
{ 

OVERFLOWELEMPTR frontp, endp; 
} OVERFLOWLIST; 
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SYNTAX OF THE BEHAVIOUR DESCRIPTION LANGDAGE 

behaviour-description : 

BEHAVIOUR 

template-name 

doe-string 

declaration-part 

term-name 

state-name 

term-name : local-name : 

~ ~ 
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state-name : range : 

~ 

default : 

body : 

t :..j function )o 

JJ : 

tunetion 

argument : 


